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HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS PROGRAM

Video game developers and publishers always want to boost retention, increase
engagement, and build consistent revenue streams with user-friendly subscription
plans. Xsolla embraced the challenge and created a solution to meet this need: Xsolla
Subscriptions. Setting up your Subscriptions component directly from your Publisher
Account is fast and straightforward. It gives your users access to a package of services
under specified conditions you define and control.
Subscriptions are rising in popularity and with increased velocity in recent months.
According to an August 2020 survey by McKinsey & Company, subscribers of boxes
or services in the United States increased from 50 percent in 2018 to 59 percent in 2020.
The trend is also resilient: The same study revealed that 80 percent of consumers
who signed up for new subscriptions during the 2020 pandemic said they planned to keep
them going forward.
Our guide showcases a series of Best Practices to get the most out of your Subscriptions
Program, no matter the size of your studio or the number of users on your platform. Follow
the tips here to improve your general workflow and review the Use Cases: Challenges
and Solutions section for advice on specific situations. To learn how Subscriptions works well
with your other Xsolla products, check out the Xsolla Integrations section.
When you’re ready to activate Subscriptions, head over to the Subscriptions Product Page
to learn more, and then sign up or log into your account. For additional help, see
our Subscriptions guide for a complete walkthrough, suggestions, and more.

SUBSCRIPTIONS BEST PRACTICES
Subscriptions can create revenue with low overhead, inspire user loyalty, and generate
predictable income streams that you can rely on when planning long-term updates.
They can also help pave the way for enriched game updates, as subscribers typically
spend more than twice as much on in-game content as non-subscribers. Different games
and gaming-related platforms can benefit from a well-structured subscription component
and transform casual users into long-term subscribers.
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Creating Subscription Plans for Better Results
Tailor subscription plans to your customers’ needs first and foremost:

·•

Create a plan with three pricing tiers to highlight your game’s value and avoid

·•

Include regional pricing with any purchase to be mindful of your global audience.

•

Accept recurring and non-recurring payment methods, as many users worldwide

overwhelming users with too many choices.

do not use credit or debit cards as their primary payment method.
Customize subscription plans to best suit your specific game or product. Hot tip: A great rule
of thumb is that even without a subscription account, gamers should still find the game
to be a playable and enjoyable product. Focus on:

·•
·•
·•
·•

subscription length of time (e.g., monthly, quarterly, yearly)
types of included goodies (e.g., in-game currency, virtual items, profile badges)
content access (e.g., DLCs, physical swag, private servers)
anything else that may be unique to your product (e.g., reduced crafting times)

Make it simple for users to manage their subscriptions:

·•

Design an intuitive interface and total transparency into your customers’ subscription

·•
·•
·•

Make it easy for them to upgrade, downgrade, cancel, and renew.

details.
Allow them a renewal grace period.
Give your subscribers the ability to pause and restart their subscription with no penalties.

Promotions are vital incentives for acquiring and retaining subscribers:

·•

Create promotional incentives such as a discount for longer subscription periods

·•

Offer free trials to help gamers appreciate the value of the experience and the subscription

(e.g., 15% off for a yearly versus monthly plan.)
pricing.

Monitor your unsubscriber database and take feedback seriously:

·•

Periodically offering bonuses, discounts, trials, or other incentives are opportunities

•

Be open and flexible to changing your subscription plans based on their suggestions

to re-convert straying users back to active subscribership and keep your churn rate low.
and concerns.
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Tips for Retaining Subscribers at Any Tier
·•

First and foremost, always welcome back subscribers by making it easy for them

·•

Give them access to subscriber-only items, perks, and events (e.g., double XP event

•·

Offer them actual value. For example, if you give players cosmetic items, make them

to renew.
for subs only.)
worthwhile � don’t just slap the color blue on an existing cosmetic. If in-game currency
is a part of your game, ensure they can spend it on valuable in-game items.

•

Communication is KEY. Convey important information to your subscribers via emails,
such as reminders for subscription expirations, automatic renewals, and more.

·•

Display information clearly for fundamentals like pricing, how to buy subscriptions

•

Keep processes simple, from initial subscription to renewals to redemption of virtual

or season passes, or what they can unlock with their purchase.
items or currency. The easier it is to stay subscribed and enjoy the perks, the higher
the retention rate.

•

Encourage customer feedback. Sure, it’s more of a learning tool for you than an actual
retention lever. On the other hand, it’s another chance to reduce churn and boost
long-term customer relations by offering an alternative plan or simply fixing their problem.
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USE CASES: CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS
Whether you want to build a subscription plan structure from scratch, acquire new
subscribers, or expand your existing subscriber base, the Xsolla all-in-one Subscriptions
Solution has some of the best tools in the industry to help you succeed. In addition
to reading this ebook, we recommend reviewing a few of our partners’ success stories,
such as Twitch and Roblox.

1. I Want to Attract New Subscribers
CHALLENGE: Only a few players have subscribed to my game. How do I get more casual
players to subscribe?
SOLUTION: Alongside in-game marketing efforts, the best way to get more subscribers is to
offer your users useful content at the right price. A mix of value-based pricing and attractive
promotions is a winning combination, though finding the right balance may take a little
tinkering.
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•

Offer a free trial or promotional discount. Many subscription-based services have a free
one-week trial for their users to enjoy. The idea is to show your user base the usefulness
of your subscription plans. The “free sample” will hopefully inspire them to continue with
a paid subscription.

•

Be candid and upbeat in communication with the free trial users, such as: “We hope
you’ve been enjoying your 7-day free trial of Game!” Give them clear next steps
to sign up for a paid subscription or cancel an auto-renewing plan. If you set the default
to auto-continue the subscription, communicate this fact very well to the user when
they first sign up for the free trial period to avoid unpleasant conversations later.

•

Make timely offers to subscribe when it’s really needed and can truly be appreciated.
Use automation to promote plans with a direct value; specifically, to enhance a player’s
experience or to boost their progress.

•

Automate promotions and incentives. For example, when a user’s trial period is close
to ending, you can entice them further with automated subscription plan discounts
or VIP bonus incentives. Fueled by a desire to keep playing at their current level, trial
expiration is key motivation to push them to take the leap and subscribe.

•

Revisit your subscription plans and pricing structure. There is no single formula
for what to include in a subscription plan or how to price the different tiers. Consider
the time constraints placed on the developer, the game’s genre and platform, and user
preferences. Review which plans and perks your existing subscribers prefer, and make
sure to highlight them in your marketing.
There are a handful of common features you can consider when designing a subscription
plan. Think of it as a shopping list to pick and choose from, not a list of must-haves:
•

Access to an exclusive store

•

Additional quests

•

Extended inventory space

•

Extra or unlimited energy

•

Free daily gifts

•

Increased frequency for drops

•

New in-game challenges

•

Soft currency boosters

•

Unique cosmetic items/accessories

•

Unique virtual currencies

•

XP boosters/bonuses

•

In-game assistant

For additional insight into pricing, check out the next use case example.
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2. I Want to Implement a Fair Pricing Structure for Subscriptions
CHALLENGE: I’ve got a few different subscription tiers in mind, and I know what items
and perks will be part of each one. How do I make sure to price my subscription plans
so my players will be willing to buy them?
SOLUTION: Price is often the biggest deciding factor for potential subscribers and especially
crucial consideration for F2P titles since players can always access the game for free.
Subscriptions are optional.
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•

Structure premium membership tiers with increased value. Offer both a lower-cost
and higher-cost subscription tier. Ensure that the lowest subscription plan still offers
your subscribers a benefit over non-subscribers. Include enhanced benefits for higher
subscription tiers.

•

Reach a balanced price. Find the middle ground between usefulness and perceived
value. Exclusive content can’t break the core game design, but players should still
be able to immediately understand why a subscription will benefit them.

·•

Also, note that less expensive isn’t always better. If the monthly price is too low,
players will immediately see the subscription as cheap, – having little value – regardless
of the content. Conversely, a high price runs the risk of being dismissed as excessive,
no matter how useful the subscriber-only goodies.

•

Consider the fairness of regional pricing. According to Xsolla’s client Twitch,
“...the percentage of active users in Europe or Asia who support creators with
a subscription is roughly 50% lower relative to North America.” To fuel an uptick
in customers gifting subscriptions to friends in other regions, Twitch used Xsolla
Subscriptions solution to adjust the price in most countries to fairly sync with local
economies. The bottom line reason to implement localized pricing is that it makes
it more likely for both games and creators to rely on a global audience for recurring
revenue and fan support.

•

Additional pricing tips:
•

Offer multiple subscription duration options, not just monthly or yearly.

•

Longer, multi-month subscriptions should cost less per month.

•

Display how much money users can save with a long-term subscription.

•

Offer a free trial period for each plan type.

•

Offer a discount for the first month with subscription purchase.

•

On the first day after the trial period ends, give the user a package of valuable
in-game goodies for free.

•

Design unique interface elements so subscribers can easily recognize their account
status and not miss it when their subscription runs out.

•

Notify users 2-3 days before their subscription will end.

•

Make it easy for them to renew if they are not already on a non-recurring subscription
plan.

•

Add a short grace period for renewals.

•

Gift a free, short-time premium subscription at various events or holidays.

•

Consider including regional pricing whenever possible.
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3. I Want to Retain Existing Subscribers and Keep Engagement High
CHALLENGE: A lot of players subscribe to my game after the initial free trial period but don’t
renew after the second or third month. What can I do to keep them returning month after
month and subscribing for longer periods?
SOLUTION: Offer your existing subscribers in-game content they can’t get anywhere else.
Show that you care about your active, loyal players as much as they care about your game.
As a way to keep players enticed to extend subscriptions, consider the use of promotional
products for subscribers.
•

Sign-up Promotions. When near the end of their subscriptions, users
can be automatically enticed with bonuses, persuading the gamer to continue playing
at the same level or higher. The bonuses may include extra in-game currency,
power-ups, or access to exclusive levels. A physical promotional product can also help
compel players to continue the subscription.
For example, you could offer special promotional items, like a custom controller grip,
a tote bag, or a magnet. Promotional products can include the game logo, company logo,
or feature the art of an in-game character. Physical products that show up in the mail
reinforce your branding and inspire loyalty.

•

Battle or Season Passes. Offering a discounted package for current and future in-game
content is a great way to keep your players engaged throughout several months. It also
gives you a development roadmap to follow.

•

Offer previews. Before purchase, show players which Season Pass rewards they have
already “earned.” When they subscribe, it will feel like they already have the extras
in hand, and they’re simply buying a pass to pick them up.
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•

In-game rewards. Use drops and freebies to reward your active players consistently.
For subscribers, you can increase the frequency or the level tier of drops. Ensure that
logging into the game or platform is the only way to obtain those rare, exclusive items
or benefits.

•

Make their path to success clear. As with currency pack giveaways, make sure players
perform a required action before claiming the reward. At a minimum, make logging into
the platform a base-level requirement. Players who log in more often will have a higher
chance of receiving rewards and so will return to your game more consistently to check
out what’s new.

•

Freebies, surprises, and events. As the saying goes, variety is the spice of life. Surprise
your players with freebies to elevate their gaming experience. Organize in-game events
throughout the year and make your players feel special when they participate by offering
limited-time rewards. Include subscriber-only drops and goodies at a reduced level
for the non-subscribers.

•

Responsive attention to player needs. Leverage Subscriptions management features
like custom automation, notification management, and analytics to quickly react
to customer behavior and patterns. For example, notification management makes
it easy to automatically reward active subscribers who log a certain number of hours,
return daily, or reach a set in-game purchase level. Similarly, automated emails can
address attrition by enticing unsubscribers back to plan with offers of trials, discounts
or bonuses.

•

Inspire pass-along gifting. Take a clue from Xsolla client Roblox and consider
a customer-focused gaming gift card program to increase engagement and imprint
your brand on not just existing customers but their fellow gamers. The result for Roblox
was a 35% revenue gain and the satisfaction of boosting user loyalty.
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4. I Want to Convert Non-recurring Subscribers to Recurring Subscribers
CHALLENGE: Some of my subscribers don’t have access to credit cards or bank accounts,
so they don’t opt into recurring subscriptions. Others tend to subscribe intermittently, almost
like they forgot to renew their subscription. How can I help those individuals see the benefits
of recurring subscriptions?
SOLUTION: Make it easy for your fans to join your supporter base long-term by supporting
a wide variety of payment options for recurring billing. Communicate regularly with your
subscribers and offer them exclusivity with your game or platform.
•

Set up automated email notifications and grace periods. Remind your subscribers when
their non-recurring subscription is set to end and give them an easy way to renew right
from their inbox (e.g. a link to their dashboard). Offer grace periods for renewals.

•

Make it simple for players to subscribe while on the go. Create a dedicated web page
to allow players to subscribe from anywhere, while you save platform fees. With Xsolla’s
Web Shop for Mobile solution, gamers just log in via their ID and make a purchase. More
ways to subscribe is a sure-fire way to encourage signups.

•

Offer a one-time incentive to renew their subscription. Whether it’s freebies, limited-time
offers, or access to new game content, the goal is to build a habit of subscribing that
will result in auto-renewals. Remind subscribers of the awesome content they can keep
unlocking by continuing their subscription.

•

Support alternative payment methods. Some users don’t have access to credit cards
or bank accounts, so they can’t set up a recurring payment method. With Xsolla Pay
Station, you can accept a variety of payment methods globally.

•

Reward consistent activity. Implement a Season Pass with a paid tier and include a free
version tier with significantly reduced rewards.

•

Provide drops to active players on a monthly, weekly, and daily basis. Build anticipation
for drops by displaying what will be available and which subscription level is eligible
for them.
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5. I Want to Increase Subscriber Retention and User LTV
CHALLENGE: Managing subscribers and keeping them sounds like a lot of work, on top
of everything else I have to do as a developer. I really just want an easy way to increase
subscriber retention and customer lifetime value (LTV). Can Xsolla Subscriptions help?
SOLUTION: Our Subscriptions management features can help you automate several
subscription-related processes, such as activation and reactivation loops, retry billing,
and dunning management. When you first set up your subscriptions in your Publisher
Account, you have the ability to activate these types of automated processes to reduce
subscription churn.
Here are some examples of automation that you can implement with our Subscriptions:
•

Activation: The process of converting a user who has tried a product into a recurring
paying subscriber

•

Reactivation: Return paying users to your product

•

Grace Period: Set the length of time during which the user will be able to pay for their
subscription in case of an unsuccessful charge

•

Dunning Management: Set the number of repeat payment attempts when credit cards
are declined, automate recurring billing, and more

Our team is happy to discuss customized automation solutions for your platform so that
you can have more time to focus on your game.
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6. I Want to Get Rid of Old Subscription Plans and Offer New Ones
CHALLENGE: I’ve decided to overhaul my subscription plans and ended up removing one
of the tiers altogether. But, I do want to give my existing subscribers the choice to keep
that old plan if they want to. Can I do that?
SOLUTION: When you eliminate a subscription plan, Xsolla gives you the ability to grandfather
in existing subscribers and allow them to retain their previous benefits. Remember to directly
communicate any changes to your subscribers so that they aren’t blindsided
by the difference in your subscription program. That will also allow them to learn about your
new subscription plans and consider switching to one of them.

7. I Want to Provide Access to my Platform on a Global Scale
CHALLENGE: People all over the world play my game. Can Xsolla help with localization, user
management, and global payment systems?
SOLUTION: In a word, yes! Everything connects through your Xsolla Publisher Account.
With access to Xsolla Pay Station and User Management, you can easily integrate Xsolla
Subscriptions at no additional fee.
•

Pay Station displays in 21 languages, supports 130+ currencies, and accepts alternative
payment methods, such as digital wallets, as a default on the back-end. To offer
and display the cost of a plan in a specific currency, all you have to do is create
the plans in that currency.

•

User Management allows subscribers to access their subscription details from
a centralized dashboard that also handles purchasing. Users can use their preferred
payment method for recurring and non-recurring subscriptions intuitively through
the online portal.
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8. I Want to Offer Unique Benefits to Subscribers
CHALLENGE: I have some unique needs for my subscription programs. How do I use Xsolla
Subscriptions to implement them?
SOLUTION: The use cases above are just a few of the many examples where Xsolla can help.
From server rentals to software licensing and migration, we can guide you to your desired
result. We’re also open to exploring custom feature development or integration and finding
the best solution to meet your needs. Reach out to our team to start the conversation.
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XSOLLA INTEGRATIONS
Subscriptions works well with the other components of the Xsolla Business Engine so that
you can customize your Xsolla ecosystem to your specifications. Below are a few
of our recommended Xsolla product integrations.

Xsolla Partner Network
Our Partner Network is a global solution to help build a game’s brand, acquire new users,
and distribute the game by providing centralized access to dozens of affiliate networks,
millions of influencers, and hundreds of gaming media portals.
Revenue Share or CPA-based campaigns can easily be configured and implemented
in minutes. Since Xsolla is pre-integrated with all affiliates, you won’t need to make
those integrations yourself. Distribute your offer or message to influencers and gaming
platforms, and pay right from the Xsolla publisher account without needing to sign individual
agreements with each affiliate � which saves time, money, and R&D resources.
Our Subscriptions Solution integrates with the Xsolla Partner Network and facilitates
the promotion of partner subscriptions across networks. With this product integration,
you can easily attribute recurring payments to the specific influencers who brought in users
and subscriptions.

Xsolla Site Builder
Site Builder is an agile website construction tool that lets developers create their own online
space to sell games and in-game goods directly to players. There’s no need to invest
in costly web development resources. Take complete control of your online presence with
mobile-responsive landing pages and advanced analytics to help you discover new players
and deliver targeted outreach.
Subscriptions integrate seamlessly with Xsolla Site Builder, so you can easily set up
subscription sales directly as part of your website.

Xsolla Anti-fraud System
Anti-fraud System defends our partners against fraudulent users and attacks. As a product
within Xsolla Payments, the Anti-fraud System activates automatically when Pay Station
is connected.
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The Anti-fraud System includes several components for advanced protection: tools like
fingerprinting, authentication for additional users, manual reviews of suspicious transactions,
blocking rules for different user groups, and more. Through the Xsolla Publisher Account,
partners receive all the statistical data about transactions, fraudulent users, and refunds.
The Xsolla Subscriptions Solution integrates with Pay Station and automatically uses
our Anti-fraud System

READY TO GET STARTED?
Head to the Subscriptions Solution page and log into your account,
or contact us with any questions � we’re here to help!

NEW TO XSOLLA?
Get started by registering for a Publisher Account.

ALREADY AN XSOLLA PARTNER?
Log in to your Publisher Account or contact your
Xsolla Account Manager to chat about the best
Influencer marketing strategy for your game.
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